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 ABSTRACT 
  
This research is conduct to carry out “THE DETERMINANT OF BRAND HERITAGE: 
FACTORS THAT INFLUENCING PROTON USER TO REPURCHASE OF PROTON’S 
CAR IN MALAYSIA”. The main objective is to determine the factor that affects the PROTON 
existing customers to repurchase of PROTON automobile while the additional objective to 
determine the factor that has the most significant influence that makes PROTON existing 
customer to repurchase of Proton automobile. Besides, it consists of three factors that are 
brand heritage, perceived product quality and brand loyalty. The data for this research was 
to obtained from survey through questionnaire done to 150 of randomly respondents 
selected and was analysed statistical Packages analysed all data collected through question 
systematically for Social Science (SPSS). The conclusion for this study was the outcome 
from the data analysis and findings. Through the research, it shows based on correlation and 
descriptive statistic, a clear finding and result observed. The finding in this research 
hopefully will be of interest to Proton user of Malaysia especially from Royal Custom WPKL 
workers more willing to repurchase in Proton car. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1  Overview of the study 
 Centrally located in the ASEAN region with a population of more than 500 million 
people. Malaysia offers vast opportunities for global automotive and component 
manufactures to set up manufacturing and distribution operations in the country (MAI 2010).  
Malaysia becomes the largest passenger car market in ASEAN because of the rapid growth 
of economic and high purchasing power of the population itself. With the establishment of 
two national cars; Proton and Perodua, Malaysia from a mere motor car assembler into a car 
manufacturer. These two local manufacturers have been protected by government a past 
ago.  
 In this research, we focus on the determinant of brand heritage of PROTON and its 
factors influencing PROTON existing customers intention to repurchase of PROTON 
automobile. A brand is a heritage brand when it becomes iconic brand in that country. Other 
than that, the heritage in a brand can be determining factor that strengthens the brand’s 
future identity but the history brand cannot because it only grounded in the past. As a first 
Malaysian automotive brand, we consider PROTON as a heritage brand identity. Until now 
PROTON remain the logos, symbols, and emblems of Malaysia such as the moon, the star 
and the tiger even though no matter how many logos PROTON have changed from year to 
year. 
 After reviewing the brand heritage of PROTON, it provides more understanding on 
how PROTON can integrate heritage into its branding strategy to strengthen its identity in 
future. Since that PROTON is facing the impending challenge of market liberalization in 
future, appraising the brand heritage of PROTON will allows the PROTON to be more 
competitive advantages with unique marketing, positioning and differentiation. 
 The main objective of this research is to determine the indirect effects of brand 
heritage on repurchase intention of PROTON’s existing in Royal Malaysian Customs in 
Kelana Jaya. The result of this research conveys understanding on the relationship among 3 
variables that including brand heritage, perceived product  quality, repurchases intention and 
brand loyalty 
